Connecting Morning Meeting to Academics

Suitable for Educators K–6

Walk away with hundreds of new ideas to bring the academic curriculum into your Morning Meetings

Learn how to use the four components of Morning Meeting to increase academic engagement and improve students’ connection to and understanding of the core curriculum. In this one-day workshop, you’ll explore practices and strategies for modeling and teaching social and academic skills during Morning Meeting while continuing to meet your students’ needs for belonging, significance, and fun.

Participants will...

- Develop Interactive Modeling lessons to teach essential skills during Morning Meeting
- Plan Morning Meetings that connect to the curriculum and help grow skills and behaviors that lead to academic success
- Learn Morning Meeting activities that help students feel belonging, significance, and fun

Resources included

- Connecting Morning Meeting to Academics Resource Book
- Doing Language Arts in Morning Meeting
- Doing Math in Morning Meeting
- Doing Science in Morning Meeting
- Doing Social Studies in Morning Meeting

“Helpful, concrete things to try; lots of resources to share.”
—George, grade 4 teacher

“Everything you need to create an impactful Morning Meeting.”
—Nurija, grade 2 teacher

Email educationalpartnership@crslearn.org
Call 800-360-6332, option 3, to schedule this package